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The positive on negative method of measuring snlall shifts in s~;ctrum 
lint*, first described in 1913 in Kodr~ikanal Bulletin, NO. - 2  has been 

J.' 
applied recently to st.)me of Dr. ilale's orininal spectra upon ~vhich he based ? 
his discover?; of a general n~aguetic field In the Sun. In these spectra the 
Zt.emann tffect is much too small to sho\v the separation of lines into doublets 
or triplets, such as are seen in the much stronger fields in sunspots. The 
lines are very slightly widened, and by means of polarizing apparatus placed 
in front of the slit of the spectrograph the red and violet cosnponents of the 
Zremann doublets are cut out alternately in the contiguous narrow strips 
illto which the spectrum is divided, This has the effect df shifting the 
centre of the line slightly towards red in a strip and slightly tonards violet 
in the adjoining strip, the whole length of a spectrum line representing a 
section of the Sun's image in varying latitudes dung  the central meridian. 

The method I adopted in n~easuring these plates was to take an ordinary 
contact positive and place it film to film over the negative in the micrometer, 
without reversing the plates end for end. Each line in the negative was 
therefore covered by the corresponding line in the positive. I 'hen, by shifting 
tlic positive larerally by une 2-mm. interval, the positive images having red 
shifts were supcrptr:rd on the negative images having violet shifts, and rice 
r:trsa. In  this ~5-ny. bringing the positive and negative images in each strip 
in succession into exact coincidence by moving the negative ~xrith the micro- 
mctrr screw, the positive being Lsrd in position above it, thc difference of 
readings p v e  twice the actual shift between successive strips. 
'fix method seems to be superior in three ways to other methods ;,f 

measuring such spectra. First, the intenal nleasured is t~vice the actual 
shift : srcondly, the adjustment for coincidence can be made with greater 
accutaci than in other methods; and thirdly, the width of a line has little 
effect on the accuracy of adiustment. This last is of value in measuring 
phtm having a great linear dispersion, in ivl~jch even the narro\.vest solar 
lines have very appreciable widths. The RI-ating plates of the xl~ag~~etic 
ficl! have 3 dispersion of j mm. ta the angstrom unit, and shifts of the 
urder of -001 A. can be measured with certainty, since this change of .r.r-avc- 
lcnpfi is rrprescnted by a mo.irment of the micrometer screw of .OI mm. . . I he general rrsult of the few plates measured was very satisfactory. 
'i'ltc right order of shift was obtained and the right sign in the tlv1.o hemi- 
$pfiercts of tile Sun, hiit, as in a11 spectrum .-neasurements, anomalies \\:ere 
met with i i ' t  most of the p!ait%, and .speci:rl!y in lo\t. latitudes \vhere the 
knuxtn ctffc~t would be smaller. These might be due to local 
fields, or to the disturbing effects of small Doppler shifts, The plates 
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\rere obtained at a time of minimum sunspots, when disturbances giving 
niotions in the line of sight might be espected to be small, or even non- 
esistent. 

I n  view of these results I have now made a special effort to discover 
nhotfler such srilall Doppler shifts do occur at  the present time of mininlum 
solar acti~ity. I had already found irregular movements estending over 
large areas in the immediate neighbourhood of sunspots, and these are 
very easily detected by the positive on negative method. In this case it 
is necessary to obtain a positive by photographing the negative through 
the glass in a camera. The  negative is placed film outwards, and the 
camera lens arranged csactly midway between the film and the plate. This 
gives a positive irnage the same size as the negative, and is equivalent to 
cc11;ying through the glass instead of film to film. If this positive is placed 
film to iilm on the negative, but reversed end for end, the positive image 
of a line nlay be sr~perposed on the negative image of the same line, and 
the condition is fulfilled whereby any point along the negative image 
coincides with the same point on the positive image. i f  there is a change 
of tvaxve-length at this point, the displacement will be in opposite directions 
in the two images. This has the effect of making small shifts plainly 
visible, and if the positive is made on a slaw plate of good contrast and 
density the line will appear dark, but no longer straight, in fact near to  
sunspots the finer lines often show marked displacements to red and violet 
aiternately, taking a sinuous course, 

1 have adopted this procedure to detect and measure srnall Doppler 
effects which may occur at tho presmt time of nlinimum activity. High- 
dispersion spectra of sections of the Sun's disc have been obtained with 
four transnlissions through the liquid prism spectrograph. These have a 
linear dispersion equal to 1-8 rnm. to the angstrom at HP, increasing to 
2.8 mm. at E i y .  The slit is 20 mm. long, and covers one-third of the 
diameter of the Sun's image. Exposures of frcm 30 seconds to 4 minutes 
are required, and are made only under good conditions of seeing: with 
bad seeing, small localized disturbances are Inore or less reduced or entirely 
oblilerated. A new slit curved to a radius of 11 inches had to be made in 
order that the spectruxn lines should be perfectly straight. Otherwise the 
coincidence of positive and negative images when reversed could not be 
made along the whole length of a line. 

Up to the present, plates have been secured of sections of the disc 
bett~een the centre and tlte limb, and in all of these smail shifts and sinu- 
osities are seen in the narrower lines-that is to say, lines of Rorvland's 
intensities 2, 3 and 4. l 'he displacements of course vary from plate t o  
pIate, sho\~ing that they are not due to irreplarities in the slit of the 
spectrograph. In any one plate they occur at the same points in all the 
lines t..;mineri : they cannot therefore be ascribed to accidental irregu- 
larities in the silver deposit. Ten plates have been taken also with the siit 
crossing the centre s f  the disc, and in eight of these t h e  shifts appear to be 
entirely absent. On two, however, very small irregularities are shown 
either at  the centre or near to it.. 



. - I he ~neasul-ed shifts in the region between I!;; iind N-J range from ,002 
to -cog .4., thc nujority of those easily ~ is ib le  ranging bctli-eel; .003 and -00tA. 
Shifts snlaller than .COZ A. \\ere not estimated. 

I t  is eyidcnt f i o n ~  these preliminzq- results tJz.~t measures of the Zeernann 
efcci in .  t l lc  gncra! n~agnetic field, v\-hich involve shifts of the order of 
.ool :I. only, nlny h(- IargeIv nfTcfectecl by what maj. be collsidcred accidental 
shifts of considerahl!- greater magnitude. Tile e f i c t s  of thesc disturbances 

'arc., ho\vcver, mininiised by the \-en- long esposure time needed in  photo- 
graplring tIic high-dispersion g r~ t ing  spectra, nilereby the inevitable moi-e- 
rllfnts of the Sun's image on the slit will tend to obliterate any localised 
J30f3pIer eEccts lvithout influencing the general Zeernann effect. -41so as 
tile positive imap,.t. in measuring these plates is not copied through the glass 
itr reversed on t h e  ne~a t ive ,  hut is displaced 1;i:eraliy by an amount corre- 
sponding with tlic 'change of sign of the Zeernanr~ shifts, the local Doppler 
s!~ifts will tend t o  be reduced in amount, whilst the Zeemann shift is always 
multiplied by tn-a in the rrwasurcs. 

Assunling the shifts I have observed to  he Doppler effects, the fact that 
they ;lppcar mostly at a distance from the centre of the disc, and rarely at 
the centre, riuuld indicate that the movements causing then1 are mainly 
paraitel to the scrlar surfaci. In this they resemble the radial motion in 
sunspot*, in ivhich vertical motion is rarely detectable. T h e  motion out- 
wards from the umbra being horizontal, the component in the Iine of sight 
vanish* when the spot is near the centre of the disc. 

The actual motion indicated by the measures cannot be computed 
esactiy. The mean 1-alue of the component in the line of sight from 36 
measures is .21 km sec., which becomes -36 km.lsec. if multiplied by the 
cosecant of the mean angular distance from the centre, but  this assumes 
the motion to be in tho direction of the centre of the disc. The  actual 
motion would i : ~  general be greater: it is in any case rather surprisingiy 
large. 

Esperirncc so far indicares that these movements are extremely local. 
?hey cannot therefore be considered as winds in the solar atrnospllcre 
extending over appreciable areas : more probably they may be thought of 
as inczpicnt sunspot disturbances. They are apparently confined to the 
lower reversing layer, and are therefore not easily detected near the Sun's 
limb where the Iincs rcprcscr-it higher levels. 

It is hoped to determine the latitudes in ~v!:ich shifts are most frequent, 
and possibIg to correlate then1 with the beginning of the new sunspot cycle. 
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